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You didn’t choose to work in the video game industry to become an expert  
in accepting online payments, managing risk, or monitoring global ecommerce 
regulations. You came here to inspire gamers around the world with your talent  
and creativity, which is hard enough to do well by itself. But once you’ve decided  
to take your business to the next level, the pure pursuit of passion alone may  
not be enough to cover the payments needs that come with it.

Let’s take a look at the different types of companies that can offer you commerce 
support and help you scale up your video game business, and the many areas 
where an experienced Merchant of Record like Xsolla can give you the power  
and flexibility you need to achieve long-term success.  
 

MERCHANT OF RECORD:  
GLOBAL RISK, REACH,  
AND COMPLIANCE MADE EASY

MERCHANT OF RECORD

When you’re ready to scale up your video game business,  
it may be time to tap Xsolla to act as your Merchant of Record.
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WHY COMMERCE SUPPORT IS IMPORTANT
Online payments are made possible by a complex network of merchants, financial 
institutions, and transaction processors that work together to send, interpret,  
and receive the correct value, source, and destination for every transaction, all 
while observing every local and national tax and government regulation for each 
market in which they operate. Each participant in this process plays a vital role  
in ensuring that every online payment is legitimate, successful, and secure.

And as with any industry — particularly those that depend heavily on technology  
to function — the parameters of doing business are constantly changing. Markets 
grow and evolve, creating new payments access and coverage opportunities.  
Tax laws are updated to account for new distribution methods. Ratings systems  
or other regulations are amended, whether it’s to promote public health and safety 
or prevent malfeasance. And security standards are refined to prevent newer forms 
of fraud from taking advantage of consumers.

With all of these moving parts, it’s extremely difficult for a game developer  
or publisher to accurately monitor and comply with every detail of global payments 
coverage, tax law, regulations, and security on their own. It’s a gigantic undertaking 
that requires a great deal of experience and resources to perform properly. But as 
these issues are critical to the operation of a successful gaming business, they also 
can’t be avoided.

So to ensure that you have the highest degree of coverage available in every 
market, comply with every required tax and regulation, and adhere to the latest 
payments security standards, outside commerce support is an absolute must. 
Even some of the biggest developers and publishers in the world receive additional 
support to properly address all sides of their payments footprint.

A brief word on cost
While they provide highly beneficial services, the cost of commerce support is not 
preventative. Many companies offer competitive pricing arrangements that account 
for the budgetary limits of smaller and mid-size studios. The goal is to cement  
a mutually beneficial relationship that only creates more value as your company 
continues to grow and succeed.
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THREE COMMON TYPES OF COMMERCE SUPPORT
Now that you understand the value of getting support for your game's commerce, 
it’s time to figure out what type of support can best fulfill your company’s needs  
for payments and beyond.

Payment service providers (PSPs)
A PSP is a company that securely processes different types of payments on behalf 
of merchants and other companies. To accomplish this, they primarily rely  
on their direct relationships with payment methods and financial institutions such 
as acquiring and receiving banks.

While they do process payments, the core services offered by PSPs don’t tend  
to include vital payments functions like fraud protection, tax remittance, 
compliance with local government regulations or globally recognized security 
standards (such as PCI DSS), managing refund requests or chargebacks, or any 
assumption of risk on behalf of merchants. Some PSPs may offer some or all  
of these as ancillary services, but they come with an added cost.

It’s possible to establish a direct relationship with a PSP, but you may need  
to establish a local payments entity in order to work with them, depending  
on the market(s) or region(s) it serves. You would still be responsible for any  
of the services mentioned above that your PSP does not perform on your behalf. 
You would also be directly responsible for negotiating transaction fees — and as you 
would only be relying on your own transaction volume, this can be quite tricky.

PSPs PAYMENT GATEWAYS MERCHANT OF RECORD

https://xsolla.com/
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Payment gateways
A payment gateway is a back-end software application that enables PSPs  
to process online payments that are submitted at a merchant’s POS without 
requiring the merchant to perform any direct technical integrations or other 
implementations with those PSPs. Popular payment gateways include Square, 
SecurePay, and Verifone.

Payment gateways ordinarily encrypt personal payment data before submitting  
it to PSPs for processing and must abide by globally recognized security standards 
in order to perform their core services. But like PSPs, their offering doesn’t tend 
to include fraud protection, tax remittance, compliance with local government 
regulations, managing refund requests or chargebacks, or any assumption of risk 
on behalf of merchants. And even though a payment gateway can help make  
the appropriate introductions to the right contacts, merchants will also still need  
to close individual agreements with every payment method they wish to offer  
their users.

Merchant of Record (MoR)
A Merchant of Record is an entity that is authorized to sell goods on behalf  
of a merchant and accept payments from a wide variety of payment methods,  
all coordinated through the signing of a licensing agreement. Due to the nature  
of this arrangement, a Merchant of Record assumes financial liability and risk  
on behalf of the merchants that they support — and in an effort to minimize that 
risk, will very often include vital functions like fraud protection, refund processing, 
and chargeback management with their services.

Unlike PSPs and payment gateways, a Merchant of Record is also responsible  
for other crucial payments services like tax collection and remittance, upkeep 
and compliance with local government regulations, and upkeep and compliance 
with globally recognized security standards. They also negotiate transaction fees 
with PSPs, leveraging a transaction volume that’s higher than a typical stand-alone 
merchant, and can provide customer service to the merchant’s users for payments 
questions and issues.
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PAYMENT 
SERVICE 

PROVIDER (PSP)

PAYMENT 
GATEWAY

MERCHANT  
OF RECORD  

(MOR)

Payment processing Yes Yes Yes

Access to many 
payment methods 
through one 
inclusive solution

Yes No Yes

Tax liability No No Yes

Global and regional 
legal compliance Yes No Yes

Fraud monitoring  
and prevention No No Yes

Disputes  
and chargeback 
resolution 
management

No No Yes

Refund 
management No No Yes

User support No No Yes
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The type of commerce support that you choose to receive will all depend on your 
company’s precise payments needs. There are solid benefits to each type  
of arrangement, but each one requires a different level of commitment when  
it comes to how much of your limited resources you have available  
for the integration, upkeep, and maintenance of your payments solution.

Also, even though there are a lot of details in common for online payments across 
all industries, the best commerce support companies can deliver their services  
in a way that addresses the particular needs of a given industry. And with 
more gaming payments moving online every year, it’s increasingly important 
that the support you receive includes expert-level awareness of the specifics, 
idiosyncrasies, and trends developing in the world of online gaming payments.
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XSOLLA AS YOUR MERCHANT OF RECORD 
To help you understand all of the benefits of working with Xsolla as your Merchant 
of Record, let’s quickly touch on the value of the support we can offer to each area  
of your business.

Merchant of Record relationship in practice
Commerce support from Xsolla as your MoR has a direct effect on the day-to-day 
operation of your business in two distinct ways — the payment flow and the legal 
perspective.

Payment flow

As a MoR is authorized to sell goods and accept payments on behalf of merchants, 
they are the end-recipient of monetary funds from users. For this reason, the MoR 
also appears listed as the seller on the user’s payment receipt.

Once the initial transaction is completed, the MoR transfers royalty payments to their 
game developer and publisher partners. In this regard, the MoR model creates two 
simultaneous transactions to ensure that all parties are paid correctly and in full.

https://xsolla.com/
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In practice:

1. User submits a payment using a selected payment method

2. Xsolla collects user payment made via PSP’s platform

3. Xsolla transfers royalty payments to partner (e.g. game developer  
or publisher)

Legal perspective

To work with Xsolla as your MoR, you will need to grant Xsolla a non-exclusive,  
non-transferable, limited and irrevocable license to the software, whether  
it’s a game or a gaming-related offering (e.g. cloud gaming portal, PVP matching 
software). The licensing agreement only grants Xsolla the sole right to market  
and sublicense (sell and distribute) the software to end users in the specific 
markets that you designate.

In other words, the license business model means that all products, software,  
or other content sold by Xsolla are legally owned and distributed by Xsolla  
on its own behalf. This is what makes Xsolla legally liable for the secure sale  
and distribution of content instead of your company.

The licensing agreement also specifies that end users to whom Xsolla distributes 
content must agree to Xsolla’s End User Licensing Agreement (EULA). This EULA  
is designed to guarantee that your content will only be used and distributed  
in accordance with your intent, to prevent unauthorized usage or redistribution  
and maintain the integrity of your offering.

$ $

MERCHANT OF RECORD PAYMENT FLOW

USER PSP PLATFORN GAME DEVELOPER/  
PUBLISHER

https://xsolla.com/
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Work with Payment Service Providers (PSPs)
With Xsolla as your MoR, our Account Management team is authorized to work 
directly with PSPs to provide vital services on your behalf related to coverage, fees, 
and more, saving you valuable time. And as our working relationships with PSPs  
and aggregate transaction volume helps us to negotiate lower fees, we can also 
save you key points on costs for years to come. 

Work that we perform with PSPs includes:

 • Add new payment methods based on market availability or by partner 
request

 • Expand coverage with current payment methods

 • Analyze the performance of each payment method 

 • Recommend improvements for the checkout UI and/or user flow

 • Update integrations for new APIs

 • Renegotiate service fees on a regular basis

 • Perform reconciliations and manage settlements

 • Perform refunds automatically or manually

 • Perform dispute management for credit card and PayPal chargebacks

 • Manage promo events with payment methods

https://xsolla.com/
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Fraud monitoring and protection
As gaming continues driving more revenue every year from online payments,  
the industry becomes a bigger target for fraud. And as the ways in which users 
access video games and make gaming payments have become increasingly 
complex, the tools that fraudsters use to perpetrate scams on gaming companies 
and their users have grown more sophisticated.

If you get commerce support from a MoR, they must absolutely deliver powerful 
defense against fraud — not just for you and your users, but to protect their own 
liability as well. And as your MoR, every payment submitted through Xsolla’s 
transaction engine is monitored and protected by Xsolla Anti-fraud, the #1 fraud 
protection system in gaming.

Learn more about Xsolla Anti-fraud

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR VIDEO GAMES,  
XSOLLA ANTI-FRAUD

Runs on a hybrid  
machine-learning 
mechanism built on over 
15 years of proprietary 
payment data to 
automatically blocks 
suspicious transactions

Adheres to customizable 
rules, limits, and filters 
based on historical  
user behavior as well  
as genre, platform, type, 
economic model, and other 
game attributes

Displays real-time  
fraud insights

Performs additional 
analysis of in-game 
parameters

Supports trust  
and block lists

Offers optimized manual 
review flows

Shows transparent  
risk scores

Identifies serial  
fraud through cross-game 
analytics and blacklisting

https://xsolla.com/
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Tax compliance
Merchants are typically responsible for the collection and payment of taxes  
on sales of gaming goods (digital or physical) or services to users. But the tax 
system is complex and varied, as each region, country, state, province, or locality 
has its own rules for which taxes apply and at what rate. For example, the US 
breaks into over 40,000 ZIP codes, and each one may have different applicable 
taxes, tax rates, and preferred methods for collection and payment. 

It’s possible for your company to manage tax compliance internally by building  
an in-house team to register and file taxes in each individual jurisdiction. But if your 
company has never handled this before, there is a great deal of work required  
to get started and to continuously monitor tax rates and remittance requirements 
in every market in which you wish to operate — and should you fail to remain 
compliant, you’d be fully liable.

With Xsolla as your MoR, our expert teams ensure that every sale of your project  
is consistently compliant with and remits every federal tax, state/provincial tax, 
local tax, VAT, GST, or other tax around the world — and consistently monitors them 
for changes — all so you don’t have to.

Personal data protection/privacy compliance
The inherent value of personal data has increased tremendously in the last 
10 years, such that its protection has become critically recognized and supported 
by laws and regulations in countries and regions around the world. As your MoR, 
Xsolla is responsible for protecting your users’ personal data from security 
breaches and other forms of online theft, and abiding by all applicable personal 
data privacy and protection regulations and systems worldwide, including:

мGeneral Data Protection Regulation  
(GDPR) [EU]

California Consumer  
Privacy Act (CCPA) [US]

Internet Personal Identification 
Number (i-PIN) [South Korea]

https://xsolla.com/
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For each law or system above, Xsolla bears the responsibility to update its 
agreements and privacy policy, enable users to consent to the processing of their 
personal data, prepare security breach notifications and security breach response 
plans, and more. As more such laws are passed, the onus of research, preparation, 
and execution of compliance rests with us.

Failure to comply with laws like these also has the potential to result in massive 
fees, for which Xsolla becomes responsible as your MoR. For GDPR alone,  
the penalty for a compliance failure can total as much as € 20 million — all the more 
reason to let us handle such issues.

Regulatory compliance
Some markets have passed laws or regulations that apply to the gaming industry 
in areas outside of personal data protection. One such act, the Revised Payment 
Services Directive (or PSD2), was passed in the European Union in 2015 to promote 
ethical business practices and fair play among online banking aggregators, such  
as Klarna in Germany and EPS in Austria.

In the months leading up to the passage of PSD2, Xsolla’s teams studied PSD2 
closely to ensure uninterrupted compliance with its specifications for all of our 
partners. These revisions to the original Payment Services Directive (PSD) were 
designed to:

Enable more 
competition among 
payment methods 
and provide greater 
freedom of choice  
for users

Protect users against 
fraud by incorporating 
more advanced 
authentication methods 
into ID validation

Guarantee users’ 
rights by codifying  
an eight-week  
refund period for 
payments made  
via direct debit

https://xsolla.com/
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But our teams also discovered some critical information about PSD2 —  
that with limited exception, our partners weren’t responsible for changing a single 
thing about how they ran their businesses in order to remain 100% compliant. Even 
though PSD2 applies to all transactions within the EU, and especially our EU-based 
partners, most of them didn’t need to lift a finger.

Xsolla’s diligent review gave our partners the awareness they needed of potential 
effects on their businesses, but more importantly, ensured their continued freedom 
to focus on the content of their projects. And as your MoR, it’s exactly how  
we handle every new law or regulation that may have an impact on your gaming 
business.

Information security and infrastructure standard compliance
To deliver an additional layer of defense against theft or misuse of payment data  
or other personal data, the company providing you with commerce support should 
be compliant with internationally recognized information security and infrastructure 
standards. This ensures that your users’ most vulnerable data is being handled  
with the utmost care for its protection and management.
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Xsolla knows that any theft or misuse of payment data or other personal data 
would not only harm your users, but would do critical harm to your reputation.  
As your MoR, our compliance with information security and infrastructure standards 
is an integral part of our commitment to the protection of your users’ data as well 
as their trust and loyalty to your business.

Xsolla complies with:

 • The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), a standard 
created as a compromise between proprietary data security and operations 
programs from five major credit card companies (Visa, Mastercard, 
American Express, Discover, and JCB), designed to increase controls around 
cardholder data and reduce credit card fraud

 • System and Organization Controls (SOC 2), a certification developed  
by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) that 
evaluates service organizations’ customer data management by how  
it adheres to five key “trust service” criteria — security, availability, 
processing integrity, confidentiality, and privacy

 • The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), a common  
IT certification for adherence to a detailed IT service management best 
practices framework that’s designed to improve efficiency and predictability 
for IT service delivery

https://xsolla.com/
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Refunds 
As more users continue to make more gaming purchases online, countries 
around the world have responded by developing firm protections for the rights 
of consumers to receive refunds in qualifying cases. Compliance with these 
protections is not only a matter of abiding with public law, but also about 
preserving the carefully built trust and loyalty of your user community.

As your MoR, Xsolla handles all refunds for your users on your behalf, from request 
to settlement. Our globally compliant refunds program is built on a thorough 
analysis of applicable public law in markets around the world, industry best 
practices, and common cases where gaming merchants should consider granting  
a refund in service to the user relationship.
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Our refunds program comes with three preset policy strengths to choose from: 

For all three policy strengths, users can request a refund within 14 days  
of purchase and pre-orders can be refunded up until the release of the game.  
All policy strengths apply to all types of virtual goods that can be sold by Xsolla.  
You also have the option of adding a custom policy for specific types of goods sold 
in any individual country or market.

By providing a clear, legally compliant, and fairly devised refund policy in advance 
of purchase, Xsolla makes it easy for you to demonstrate your commitment to your 
community's satisfaction while protecting yourself from excessive refund abuse. 
Operating without such a policy can cause dissatisfaction, toxicity, loss of trust 
or reputation, or legal action — and handling this issue internally without expert 
knowledge of regulations can be costly and time-consuming.

Flexible refund 
policy, where  
in users have  
14 days to return 
game keys  
or subscriptions

Moderate refund policy, 
wherein refunds  
are available for duplicate 
purchases and software 
that does not operate  
as advertised or reasonably 
expected

Limited refund 
policy, wherein 
refunds are  
only available  
for unconsumed 
goods
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Chargebacks
Chargebacks occur when a customer requests that their issuing bank reverses  
a transaction. If the transaction meets specified regulations and timeframes,  
it’s eligible for a chargeback.

It’s in the best interest of your gaming business to keep the volume of chargebacks 
that you receive low, as they can lead to:

With this much at stake, it’s important to know how to prevent chargebacks,  
and when and how to fight them once they’re filed. This is another key area where 
Xsolla’s deep bench of expertise, experience, and infrastructure can take up  
the fight on your behalf as your MoR.

Additional expenses in the form of fees

Reputational loss among issuing banks, which can lead  
to lower approval rates

Getting flagged as a high-risk merchant, which can lead  
to blacklisting by major global credit card issuers for years  
at a time
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We apply a multi-phase approach to defending you against chargebacks:

 • Apply Xsolla’s anti-fraud system, 3D Secure 1.0 and 2.0, and additional 
verification parameters to purchases before they are submitted for approval

 • Manually review payment traffic to identify and root out patterns of fraud 
that may have gone undetected

 • Analyze open chargebacks to determine cases with cause to dispute

 • Directly manage chargeback disputes with credit card issuers and/or PayPal 
where there is enough evidence to prove abuse or transaction legitimacy

Our hands-off dispute management service approaches each case individually, 
which helps us to improve our partners’ win rate and save them valuable resources. 
But if you'd like to get more involved in the process, our collaborative approach  
lets you track the status of each claim, apply filters to claims for more in-depth 
reporting, and even contribute to the resolution of specific claims by providing 
additional payment information where available.

As your MoR, Xsolla minimizes the hassle and cost of chargebacks before they 
happen while expertly handling the ones that do, all to assure the continued 
success of your gaming business. 
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User support
As your MoR, Xsolla has many dedicated teams that are ready to provide you  
and your users with any kind of support that’s required. For your users, our goal  
is to address and resolve issues, minimize fallout, and preserve the trust  
and loyalty in your project that you’ve worked hard to build and maintain.

As more games and gaming-related offerings trend toward subscription-style 
monetization models, we know that your company’s long-term relationship  
with your users becomes even more critical to your chances for long-term 
success, and we deliver our user support service accordingly. We also know  
that one poor support experience can spread and magnify across your user 
community, so we treat every instance as a chance to impress every one  
of your users.

Our user support team is available to assist your users  
24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Instant channels have a wait time of approximately  
30 seconds, and we respond to the first email about  
a new issue within 8–10 hours. Currently, our user support 
delivers approximately an 80% satisfaction rate.

We deliver support in multiple languages across multiple 
channels, including email, live chat, Facebook Messenger, 
and Twitter (@support_xsolla). 
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NEXT STEPS
The expert commerce support offered by a knowledgeable, experienced company 
can make the difference between short- and long-term success. The type  
of company you work with will depend on your access and willingness to spend 
internal resources on managing payments issues for your business, but cost is not 
prohibitive. And with over 15 years of gaming-focused payments support, Xsolla  
is the industry’s best choice for your Merchant of Record.

If you’re not an Xsolla partner, contact us at business@xsolla.com and get your 
company the powerful, flexible payments support it deserves.

If you’re currently an Xsolla partner, contact your account manager and set up  
a time to discuss how we can help you further optimize your payments potential.
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